We're writing the Constitution

Spelling – Dropping the e and Adding the Ending

Unit 4 Assessment 1

Vocabulary Assessment Unit 4, lesson 5

English Language Conventions (Penmanship)

Let’s practice using cursive I and t:

- D D D D D D D D D
- T T T T T T T T T T T

Politicians from Denmark visit the United Nations.

Write a paragraph about a role model you admire.

Write two paragraphs in cursive from “Shh! We’re writing the Constitution.”

Writing Process Strategies (Day 5)

Parallelism: mean

Shh! We’re writing the Constitution

Why did the 13 states need a Constitution?

What problems might arise without rules to follow?

What is the Bill of Rights and what does it include?

Shh! We’re writing the Constitution

Read pages 7-13 and answer the questions in complete sentences. Discuss the answers.

Shh! We’re writing the Constitution

Read pages and answer the questions in complete sentences. Discuss answers.

The Bill of Rights


Summary, etc.: Describes how the Constitution came to be written and ratified. Also includes the full text of the document produced by the Constitutional Convention of 1787.

Corporate Name: United States.

Constitution.

Personal Name: DePaola, Tomie, 1934
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